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Gender impact assessment in
micro� nance and
microenterprise: why and how

Susan Johnson

Why assess gender impact?
Although women are increasingly being

targeted in micro® nance and microenter-
prise projects, this does not necessarily

mean that gender relations are being taken

into account. Rather, targeting women raises

a host of questions about the context in

which women are operating their businesses
or handling ® nance. These questions need

answering if we wish to understand whether

women are able to use the services and

make the anticipated improvements in their

livelihoods (Mayoux 1998).
No intervention can have neutral effects

when the players do not start as equals.

Gender relations themselves affect a proj-

ect’ s ability to deliver the outcomes and

impact that it proposes. Gender awareness
in impact assessment starts from recognising

that a project will always affect men and

women differently. Women face a variety of

obstacles or constraints to taking and repay-

ing credit, starting up and developing their
businesses, and responding to policy incen-
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tives. These obstacles are the outcome of

existing gender relations. The matrix below

identi® es some of the obstacles which might
prevent women from utilising micro® nance

or business development services in the

ways they might wish. These constraints

interact and reinforce each other:

· `Individual’ refers to constraints that

operate because of the woman’ s own

endowment of skills, experience,

knowledge, con® dence, etc.

· `Household’ refers to social relations
within the household which are mostly

talked of in relation to husbands and

wives. But usually the household is a

broader unit with sons and daughters,

parents and other relatives also affecting
the range of activity which it is

acceptable for women to undertake.

· Analysis often stops at the level of the

household in the discussion of

micro® nance and enterprise but it is im-
portant to recognise the constraints that

the wider society imposes in terms of

norms of behaviour, legal rights, and the

perceived value of what women do.

The matrix combines constraints identi® ed
from a wide range of cultural contexts and

would need to be systematically worked

through for a speci® c context (see Table 1).

It is also important to recall that neither

women nor men are in themselves homoge-
neous categories. Young unmarried women

face very different prospects and constraints

compared with older women who may be

widowed or divorced. For the latter, inde-

pendent action is more socially acceptable
in some societies than it is for young unmar-

ried women. The stage of the life cycle also

tends to determine issues such as a woman’ s

access to the labour of other family mem-

bers, especially children.
If these obstacles prevent women from

responding to programmes and incentives in

the same way as men, then the impact of

these interventions on women and gender

relations will be different also. Even if a
project proposes to treat women equally, the

ability of men and women to use and re-

spond to the services offered will differ in

practice. This difference in response may
then reinforce existing differences and result

in unintended (and usually unmonitored)

negative consequences for women.

How to assess gender impact?
Understanding the way a project has ap-

proached gender is a good starting point in

designing an impact assessment and a num-

ber of questions can be asked in order to
establish this:

· What analysis has the project made of

gender relations in the speci® c context in

which it is working? What approach does
it take as a result of this analysis?

· Who has the project targetedÐ women

only, women and men, men onlyÐand

why?

· What positive impact does the project
expect to have on (i) women for them-

selves; (ii) women in the context of their

families/households; (iii) women in the

context of their communities? How are

these impacts expected to come about?
Have any potential obstacles to achieving

these impacts been identi® ed? How was it

anticipated that they would be overcome?

· What impact does the project anticipate

for other members of the household/fam-
ily? What does this assume about the way

gender relations operate?

· Does the project anticipate negative

impacts on gender relations?

· What indicators were identi® ed to mea-
sure the project’ s progress? How do these

indicators relate to gender relations?

· What steps has the project taken to evalu-

ate its impact on women and on gender

relations?

· What steps has the project taken as an

institution itself to implement a gender

policy in its staf® ng, organisation, and

management?

Even where women have been targeted,
projects may show no further gender aware-
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Table 1: Gender-based obstacles in micro� nance and microenterprise

Wider community/
Individual Household national context

Financial Women lack access to Men’ s control over Perception of men as

banks/® nancial services cash income; controllers of

in own right. men’ s expenditure money/loans.

patterns.

Economic Women undertake Gender division of Women underpaid

activities which produce labour; for equal work
low returns; unequal access and women locked in

women have a heavy control of land, labour low-paid jobs;

domestic workload. and inputs stereotypes of

unequal control of joint appropriate roles for

household produce and women in the
income stream from this. economy;

women lack access

to markets for inputs

and outputs if

mobility constrained
because of social

norms.

Social/ Women not literate or Limited role for women Banks and ® nancial

cultural educated; girls’ in household decision institutions do not

education not making; view women as a
prioritised. polygamy results in potential market;

con¯ ict/competition and women’ s mobility

discrimination between constrained by

wives; social norms.

violence towards
women.

Political/ Women lack con® dence Women lack legal rights Women’ s legal rights

legal to claim political/legal to jointly owned to household assets

rights. household assets. not de® ned in law or

useful for collateral;
women lack political

positions to establish

appropriate laws;

women lack legal

rights to land both
traditional and

formal.

ness in the way in which they are designed,

implemented, and monitored. Indeed, a proj-
ect with a policy to ensure that women are

equally represented in positions of authority

on decision-making executive committees at
the village level can be argued to be
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addressing gender relations more overtly

than one which is a `women only’ pro-

gramme since, in the former, wider social
expectations about the position of women

may be directly challenged.

The impact assessment work might then

be approached as follows:

1 Establish a gender baseline: that is, es-

tablish the nature of gender relations in

spheres relevant to the project’ s opera-

tions, for instance in areas such as the

control of individual and household in-
comes; responsibilities for different types

of family/household/individual expendi-

ture; access and control of resources re-

quired for income generation, etc. It is

these gender relations that are most likely
to affect the impact of the project. Tech-

niques such as the Harvard Framework

help to collect this type of information

systematically (see, for example, March

et al. 1999). If the project did not carry
out its own baseline study then it may be

possible to construct one using secondary

sources as well as using `now’ and

`before’ techniquesÐsee below.

2 Consider the potential impacts of the
project on gender relations: while evalu-

ation is about establishing whether the

positive objectives planned by the project

have been achieved, impact assessment

has to look both to the positive and nega-
tive impact, expected and unexpected.

`What you don’ t look out for you don’ t

see’ and this is especially the case with

gender. Impacts may be `unexpected’ as

far as one particular project’ s planning is
concerned, but they may not be so when

compared with experience elsewhere

which may suggest potential areas of im-

pact to be watched out for. Further, posi-

tive and negative effects can exist
alongside each other and it is important to

understand how women themselves as-

sess the balance between them. This may

also throw up ideas about how negative

impacts might be addressed in the future
through changing the design of the pro-

gramme or putting different strategies and

policies in place.

3 Establish the information and indicators
required:

· First, disaggregate all data collected to

consider how the situation may have

changed differently for women com-
pared with men. Indicators such as job

creation, income, and well-being have

different characteristics for men and

women. Jobs for women may be more

likely to be part-time, seasonal, or tem-
porary, and/or be in sectors which are

traditionally those in which women

work and attract lower wages com-

pared with men. Incomes can have

very different characteristics (e.g.
amount, cash ¯ ow, seasonality, etc.)

depending on the type of enterprise.

Women are more likely to take up

certain types of enterprise than men

and vice versa. Well-being indicators
can be prioritised quite differently by

men and women, and incomes which

are small and regular and come directly

into the hands of women are more

likely to be used for household and
family welfare expenditures.

· Second, consider the impact on gender
relations (both expected and unexpec-

ted); for example, have expenditure re-

sponsibilities shifted in the household
in response to increases in income of

individual members? Have working

hours increased for all members of the

household, or do additional hours

worked in an enterprise result in addi-
tional workloads for women? How has

access and control of resources vital to

the enterprise changed?

4 Collect and analyse the data using tools
and techniques appropriate to the task:
this means using both quantitative and

qualitative tools to collect gender-related

information. Data on the nature of

women’ s employment might best be col-

lected through a quantitative survey but
information about underlying relation-
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ships is probably best collected using a

range of qualitative tools, especially those

from the Participatory Learning and Ac-
tion (PLA) tool kit. The beauty of these

techniques is that once the question being

researched has been decided, then it is

usually possible to devise a means of

answering it using these techniques. But
obvious examples are the gender division

of labour in productive and reproductive

work; asset ownership pro® les, and re-

sponsibility and task pro® les. Alongside

these, which are mainly used to explore
intra-household changes, are tools such as

enterprise maps which can indicate the

types and numbers of women’ s and

men’ s businesses in an area or market.

All of these techniques can be done on a
`now’ and `before’ basis (e.g. asking

what the situation was 10 years earlier) to

get a sense of what is changing. A crucial

issue is that these techniques focus the

discussion, and the debates and explana-
tions occurring during the exercise are

vitally important to an understanding of

what exactly has caused the changes.

Nevertheless, in the context of gender rela-
tions there remains much ground which can

often not be openly discussed. The dis-

cussion of how people organise their

® nancial and economic affairs inside the

household is usually a delicate area. Ap-
proaches to dif® cult issues, such as violent

incidents perhaps caused by disputes over

money, have to be extremely carefully han-

dled. Ideas include asking project of® cers

about incidents they know of and following
them up on a case study basis, while under-

standing that not all women will be prepared

to talk about their experience. It is also

dif® cult to raise these kinds of issues in

group sessions unless groups already have
had some prior discussions about itÐ this is

why it is important to know whether such

discussions have already been part of the

project’ s approach.

Carry out the impact in gender-sensitive
ways: that is, in using male and female

researchers appropriately; ® nding a location

for the interviewÐcan a location be found

where women feel comfortable but are not
likely to be interrupted; and when is an

appropriate time of day between tasks? The

dynamics of group discussions have to be

carefully handled and it is probably best to

separate men and women, depending on the
types of questions being asked, even if

the groups are usually mixed.

Finally, is the composition and dynamics

of the research team itself. Considering the

skills needed to properly incorporate gen-
derÐ does it require a `gender specialist’ or

is gender the responsibility of the whole

team? How can suf® cient female researchers

be recruited and what special arrangements

need to be made (especially, for example, in
Islamic communities) to enable this to hap-

pen smoothly?
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Environment, advocacy, and
community participation:
MOPAWI in Honduras

Vicky Mancuso Brehm

Introduction
The indigenous communities of La

Mosquitia, a remote area of eastern Hon-

duras, face growing pressures on their tra-

ditional livelihoods and ancestral lands. The
NGO MOPAWI (Mosquitia Pawisa, mean-

ing development of the Mosquitia) has been

working alongside these communities since

1985. MOPAWI has become an important

catalyst in mobilising and enabling the com-
munities to have the skills and con® dence to

cope with profound social and economic

changes affecting the region. This paper

explores how MOPAWI has worked simul-

taneously at the government policy level
and at the grassroots, forming strategic link-

ages between the two.

Background and methodology
La Mosquitia is one of the last remaining

areas of tropical forest in Central America.

The region has a high level of biodiversity

and contains the RõÂo PlaÂtano Biosphere Re-
serve, recognised by UNESCO as a World

Heritage site. La Mosquitia has traditionally

been home to Miskito, Tawahka, GarõÂfuna,

and Pech communities. Compared with

other areas of Honduras, these peoples have
so far been able to keep their distinctive

cultural identity because of the region’ s iso-

lation. However, their resource base is under

pressure from increasing contact with na-

tional society and from outside interests
wanting to exploit the region’ s forest and

natural resources. MOPAWI’ s work takes

place at the interface between the search for

ecological conservation and the socio-econ-

omic needs of the local population, during a

time of transition that is affecting traditional

resource management systems.

The research reported on here was carried

out primarily through the analysis of pri-

mary and secondary sources, including a

survey of a wide range of publications on

the role of NGOs in environmental manage-

ment and information on La Mosquitia. Ac-

cess to primary sources was obtained from

documents such as project correspondence,

proposals, and reports prepared by MO-

PAWI as well as evaluations and reports

written by consultants and funding agencies.

A brief ® eld visit to La Mosquitia and

MOPAWI’ s of® ces in Tegucigalpa was con-

ducted. Members of staff, extension agents,

and some community members were inter-

viewed informally as were MOPAWI’ s

director and some of the organisation’s

technical consultants.

Forming linkages
Political debate in Latin America in the

1980s and 1990s has focused on democrati-

sation, human rights, and the role of civil

society. In the current process of structural

adjustment and the scaling-down of the role

of the state, NGOs are having to de® ne a

new identity within civil society.

An important development has been the

emergence of NGO networks and coalitions

responding to environmental issues. Links

between Northern and Southern NGOs have

been strengthened, as the latter have become

better organised and con® dent, with practi-

cal experience at the grassroots. Princen and

Finger (1994) argue that existing political

institutional frameworks are incapable of

addressing environmental issues. With the

continued erosion of the state, NGOs have

emerged as new actors who are able to form

`vertical linkages’ between the state and the

grassroots and `horizontal linkages’ with
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